THE  SPANISH WAR
I found it full of a motley crowd composed half ol
peasants and half of townspeople, and it was some minutes
before I could make my errand known. I found that my
presence caused no surprise, and I was merely told that
if I stayed in the town over three days I ought to present
myself again for the necessary authorisation. Next I
called on the military headquarters, where my reception
was not quite so cordial. Those I saw professed not to
understand the reason for my presence, and gravely told
me that no pass or permit could be given me unless I
could bring forward two Carlists who would vouch for
me That was difficult, because for every name I gave
them the reply was either "He is not a Carlist," or "He
is not known in Pampeluna." I abandoned my attempt
to satisfy them for the time being and said that I would
return after luncheon. It was a wise decision, for in the
crowded restaurant I recognised a Spanish journalist I
had met three years before in Madrid, and an hour later
I had the little slip of paper that I needed.
At the same time I gathered a great deal of valuable
information. First I received news which determined
my course of action for the next few days I learnt that
the military actions which were to take place were ia the
nature of a race between Nationalists and Reds for the
control of the mountain passes north of Madrid, debouch-
ing into Aragon and Old Castile With the exception
of the Astunas, Bilbao, and the Basque country, all the
west and north of Spam were Nationalist, and the Reds
from Barcelona and Madrid would naturally try to send
expeditions both north and west with the object of
crushing the military movement in its main strongholds.
Secondly, I realised for the first time the strength of
the National movement which was behind the generals
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